The cold winter settles on our winery and the snowed Andes Mountains make a perfect view of our
vineyards.

We invite you to read the latest news on what is going on in the winery this 2016 winter.
We were granted the Organic official certifications for our
vineyards and winery. Letis was the firm that audited us in order
to successfully achieve these important certifications.
“An ‘organic’ product is one coming from a sustainable production
system, which, through the rational management of natural
resources and without the use of synthetic chemical products,
provides

healthy

and

abundant

food,

while

allowing

the

maintenance or increase of the fertility of the natural resource, its
biotic activity and biodiversity” according to Letis.org website.
These organic certifications are a very important accomplishment
for us, since they formalize our efforts to have work practices that
respect nature, our vineyards and our grapes, in order to make
better wines every day.

Altos Las Hormigas is now part of PIPA - Productores
Independientes de Paraje Altamira (Independent Producers from
Paraje Altamira), an association created in Argentina to better
communicate the unique characteristics of the Terroir in the area
of Altamira, Uco Valley. As a part of our Terroir Project, the
team of ants has conducted studies in this region that have led to
a clear understanding of the vineyard-Terroir relation. These
concepts are the fundamentals to make wines that draw their
complexity and character from their origin, and not from the
winemaking style.

Our Malbec Clasico 2015 vintage is available!
Product of an early harvest, in a vintage marked by very high
temperatures, this Malbec shows the joyful and fresh expression
of Mendoza’s flag variety. It presents notes of red fruits, cherries
and a soft note of plums that have just been picked up from the
tree. The palate is supple and juicy, inviting to enjoy glass after
glass, with soft but structured tannins and a pleasant finish. Three
words can describe this Malbec perfectly: freshness, joy and
vitality.
The Malbec Clasico 2015 technical sheet can be downloaded
clicking here.

The American wine journalist James Suckling has published his
2016 Argentina Report, entitled “The Pleasure of Argentina”,
featuring some remarkable points to our wines. The highlight: 93
points to our Altos Las Hormigas Malbec Appellation Altamira
2014.
We have also received great scores from Sommelier Markus Del
Monego, DJ Kearney writing for Canada’s Wine Align and the
Argentinean wine journalist Fabricio Portelli.

Check out all the

latest ratings in the HOT NEWS section of our website, clicking here.

The Ants are on Instagram!
We invite you to follow us as we share the scoop on everything that
happens in the winery.
Find us as @altoslashormigas.
Also find us on:
Facebook: AltosLasHormigasWinery

Twitter: @ALHMalbec

Follow the Ants!
- The team of Altos Las Hormigas
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